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       Information 

Release Title: Timothy Dalton  as James Bond 007 Licence to Kill 
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Disc Nos. - 2 
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Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1 
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1 - Title:  Licence to Kill 
 

Storyline 

DEA agents collect MI6 agent James Bond and his friend, CIA agent Felix Leiter, on their way to Leiter's wedding in 

Key West, to have them assist in capturing drugs lord Franz Sanchez. Bond and Leiter capture Sanchez by attaching a 

hook and cord to Sanchez's plane and pulling it out of the air with a Coast Guard helicopter. Afterwards, Bond and 

Leiter parachute down to the church in time for the ceremony. 

 

Sanchez bribes DEA agent Ed Killifer and escapes. Meanwhile, Sanchez's henchman Dario and his crew ambush 

Leiter and his wife Della and take Leiter to an aquarium owned by one of Sanchez's accomplices, Milton Krest. 

Sanchez has Leiter lowered into a tank holding a tiger shark. When Bond learns that Sanchez has escaped, he returns 

to Leiter's house to find that Leiter has been maimed and that Della has been murdered (and by implication raped). 

Bond, with Leiter's friend Sharkey, start their own investigation. They discover a marine research centre run by Krest, 

where Sanchez has hidden cocaine and a submarine for smuggling. 

 

After Bond kills Killifer using the same shark tank used for Leiter, M meets Bond in Key West's Hemingway House 

and orders him to an assignment in Istanbul, Turkey. Bond resigns after turning down the assignment, but M suspends 

Bond instead and revokes his licence to kill. Bond becomes a rogue agent, although he later receives unauthorised 

assistance from Q. 

 

Bond boards Krest's ship Wavekrest and foils Sanchez's latest drug shipment, stealing five million dollars in the 

process. He discovers that Sharkey has been killed by Sanchez's henchmen. Bond meets and teams up with Pam 

Bouvier, a pilot and DEA informant, at a Bimini bar, and journeys with her to the Republic of Isthmus. He seeks 

Sanchez's employment by posing as an assassin for hire. Two Hong Kong Narcotics Bureau officers foil Bond's 

attempt to assassinate Sanchez and take him to an abandoned warehouse. They are joined by Fallon, an MI6 agent who 

was sent by M to apprehend Bond. Sanchez's men rescue him and kill the officers, believing them to be the assassins. 

Later, with the aid of Bouvier, Q, and Sanchez's girlfriend Lupe Lamora, Bond frames Krest by planting the $5 million 

in Wavekrest. Sanchez shuts Krest into a decompression chamber and cuts the oxygen cord, causing Krest to 

explosively decompress to his death. Bond is then admitted into the inner circle. 

 

Sanchez takes Bond to his base, which is disguised as the headquarters of a religious cult. Bond learns that Sanchez's 

scientists can dissolve cocaine in petrol and then sell it disguised as fuel to Asian drug dealers. The televangelist Joe 

Butcher serves as middleman, working under Sanchez's business manager Truman-Lodge, who uses Butcher's TV 

broadcasts to communicate with Sanchez's customers in the United States. During Sanchez's presentation to potential 

Asian customers, Dario enters the room and recognises Bond. Bond starts a fire in the laboratory, but is captured again 

and placed on the conveyor belt that drops the brick-cocaine into a giant shredder. Bouvier arrives and shoots Dario, 

allowing Bond to pull Dario into the shredder, killing him. 

 

Sanchez and most of the others flee as fire consumes his base, taking with him four tankers full of the cocaine and 

petrol mixture. Bond pursues them by plane, with Bouvier at the controls. During the course of a stunt-filled chase 

through the desert, Bond destroys three of the tankers and kills several of Sanchez's men. Sanchez attacks Bond with a 

machete aboard the final remaining tanker, which crashes down a hillside. A petrol-soaked Sanchez attempts to kill 

Bond with his machete. Bond then reveals his cigarette lighter—the Leiters' gift for being the best man at their 

wedding—and sets Sanchez on fire. Sanchez stumbles into the wrecked tanker, causing a big explosion and killing 

himself. Bouvier arrives shortly afterward, and picks up Bond. 

 

Later, a party is held at Sanchez's former residence. Bond receives a call from Leiter telling him that M has 

congratulated him for his work and offers him his job back. He then rejects Lupe's advances and romances Bouvier 

instead. 

 

 

 

 

 



Cast  
Timothy Dalton as James Bond 007, an MI6 agent who resigns to take his revenge on drug lord Franz Sanchez. 

Carey Lowell as Pam Bouvier, an ex-Army pilot, and DEA informant. 

Robert Davi as Franz Sanchez, the most powerful drug lord in Latin America, mentioned as having been wanted by the 

DEA for years. 

Talisa Soto as Lupe Lamora, Sanchez's girlfriend who has romantic feelings for Bond. 

Anthony Zerbe as Milton Krest, Sanchez's henchman who operates Wavekrest Marine Research, and whom Bond sets 

up to turn Sanchez against him 

Everett McGill as Ed Killifer, a corrupt DEA agent who frees Sanchez from custody. 

Frank McRae as Sharkey, a friend of Felix Leiter who owns a boat charter business. 

Desmond Llewelyn as Q, Bond's ally who supplies Bond with various gadgets and helps him in the field. 

Robert Brown as M, the head of MI6 and Bond's superior who revokes Bond's double-0 licence 

Caroline Bliss as Miss Moneypenny, M's personal secretary. 

Anthony Starke as Truman-Lodge, Sanchez's financial advisor. 

Grand L. Bush as Hawkins, a DEA operative who opposes Bond's vendetta. 

Benicio del Toro as Dario, Sanchez's personal henchman. 

Alejandro Bracho as Perez, one of Sanchez's henchmen. 

Guy De Saint Cyr as Braun, one of Sanchez's henchmen. 

Diana Lee-Hsu as Loti, a female Hong Kong narcotics agent working with Kwang. 

Rafer Johnson as Mullens, a DEA operative. 

David Hedison as Felix Leiter, a former CIA agent now with DEA and a close friend of James Bond. 

Don Stroud as Colonel Heller, Sanchez's head of security. 

Priscilla Barnes as Della Churchill, Felix Leiter's fiancée then bride. 

Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa as Kwang, a Hong Kong Police narcotics agent sent to infiltrate Sanchez's heart of operations. 

Pedro Armendariz as President Hector Lopez, the president of Isthmus. 

Wayne Newton as Professor Joe Butcher, Sanchez's middleman and TV evangelist for Olimpatec Meditation Institute. 

Christopher Neame as Fallon, an MI6 agent sent by M to arrest Bond, dead or alive 

Roger Cudney as Wavekrest Captain 

Jeannine Bisignano as Stripper 

Claudio Brook as Montelongo 
 

Parents Guide 

Certification  

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Brazil:12  Brazil:16 (Google Play rating)  Canada:PG-13  Canada:PA (Manitoba)  Canada:A (Nova 

Scotia)  Canada:AA (Ontario)  Canada:13+ (original rating, Quebec)  Canada:G (re-rating, Quebec)  Denmark:16 (DVD and Blu-

ray rating)  Finland:K-16  Finland:K-15/13  Finland:K-16/13  France:Tous publics  Germany:16 (re-release, uncut)  Hong Kong:II  

Iceland:12  India:UA (TV)  India:A (1990, Bombay)  Ireland:15  Italy:T  Japan:G (2015)  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:A  

Netherlands:12  New Zealand:PG  Nigeria:PG  Norway:15 (DVD and Blu-ray rating)  Norway:15 (1989, cinema rating)  Peru:14  

Philippines:R-18 (self-applied)  Poland:16 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/12  Russia:12+  Saudi Arabia:PG  Singapore:PG  South 

Africa:PG  South Korea:15 (2000, DVD rating)  South Korea:12 (1989, theatrical rating)  Spain:A  Sweden:15  Turkey:15+ (self-

applied)  United Kingdom:15  United States:PG-13 (certificate #29739, re-rating)  United Arab Emirates:PG-13  West 

Germany:16 (video rating, cut) 

 

Sex & Nudity –Mild   Violence & Gore – Moderate  Profanity – Mild   Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking –  Moderate  Frightening 

& Intense Scenes - Moderate 

 

MPAA Rated PG-13 for action violence and drug content 
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